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Abstract

w 2 Ž .2 x 12 Ž .We measured the high-momentum transfer Q s4.8 and 6.2 GeVrc quasi-elastic C p,2p reaction at u ,908 forcm

6 and 7.5 GeVrc incident protons. The momentum components of both outgoing protons and the missing energy and
momentum of the proton in the nucleus were measured. We verified the validity of the quasi-elastic picture for ground state
momenta up to about 0.5 GeVrc. Transverse and longitudinal momentum distributions of the target proton were measured.
They have the same shape with a large momentum tail which is not consistent with independent particle models. We
observed that the transverse distribution gets wider as the longitudinal component increases in the beam direction. q 1998
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Ž .In quasi-elastic QE scattering, a projectile is
elastically scattered from a single bound ‘‘target’’
nucleon in the nucleus while the rest of the nucleus
acts as a spectator. The measured missing momen-

Ž . Ž .tum in either p,2p or e,e’p quasi-elastic scattering
is determined by two basic effects. The first is the
ground state momentum distribution of the nucleon
in the nucleus. The second is the interaction between
the incident nucleon or one of the final state nucle-
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ons with the rest of the nucleus. In the plane wave
impulse approximation, only the first contribution is
considered. The relative importance of these two
processes becomes the central issue for ‘‘Color
Transparency’’, the QCD prediction which has at-

w xtracted much attention in recent years 1,2 . ‘‘Color
Transparency’’ models predict that the nuclear ini-
tial-final state interactions will vanish at asymptoti-
cally large momentum transfer. The nominal experi-
mental signature for Color Transparency from the
Ž .p,2p involves reduction in nuclear absorption with
energy. This normalized energy dependence will be
discussed in a forthcoming publication. This paper
reports on the identification of QE events at high Q2

and on the momentum distributions observed in the
12 Ž .reaction C p,2p at momentum transfers of 4.8 and

Ž .26.2 GeVrc .
High energy measurements of nucleon momentum

distributions can be rather different from the lower
energy measurements. At high energy it is conve-
nient to characterize the nucleon distribution in a
nucleus in terms of the longitudinal ‘‘light cone

Ž .momentum fraction’’ a s E y p rm, and aF F z
w xtransverse momentum 2-vector p 3,4 . Here E isF t F

the total target nucleon energy, p is the z compo-F z

nent of the target proton momentum and m is the
proton mass. It is the light cone nuclear representa-
tion of the nucleus which would be most useful for
describing relativistic nuclear collisions from the
perspective of colliding nucleons. This formulation is
similar to the construction of parton distribution
functions which are used to characterize partons in a
nucleon. In general, the relationship between the rest
frame energy-momentum distribution and the ‘‘light
cone’’ distributions is not trivial and depends on the
dynamics of the strongly interacting bound system.
While we work with relativistic kinematics and vari-
ables, in this work we use the standard non-relativis-
tic description of the nucleus.

A majority of the experiments dealing with mo-
Ž .mentum distributions in nuclei have used the e,e’p

Ž .reaction. The p,2p reaction is different in interest-
Ž .ing ways. The p,p cross sections are larger and the

radiative corrections are negligible compared to elec-
Ž .tron scattering. On the other hand, the larger p,p

cross section increases the role of final state interac-
w x Ž .tions. As pointed out by Farrar et al. 5 , the p,2p

process provides a powerful amplification of the

large longitudinal momentum tails because of the
strong energy dependence of the pp elastic scatter-
ing, a sy10 variation in the 908 cross section with

w xthe Mandelstam variable s 6 . The data reported
here are the first verification that this enhanced
signal in the extreme regions of large momentum can
indeed be separated from background. These results
will also be the subject of a forthcoming publication.

While comparison to the many lower energy mea-
surements of nucleon momentum distributions is in-

Ž .teresting, the e,e’p measurement which has the
w xmost similar energy scale was recently reported 7

w 2covering the kinematic range Q s 1–6.8
Ž .2 xGeVrc . The authors showed that their results are
consistent with a conventional QE model of the
reaction. Those measurements were made in the
region of light cone momentum corresponding to
small total nucleon momentum. The measurement
reported here extends to more extreme regions of
light cone momentum where off-shell and bound
nucleon effects might actually destroy the QE pic-
ture.

In order to verify the QE picture, we study distri-
butions at two incident momenta, 6.0 and 7.5 GeVrc.
We will show that, to within the experimental errors
of this measurement, the QE picture is applicable
over the measured kinematical range and, conse-
quently, that it should be possible to separate nuclear
properties from the reaction mechanism. We will
present and compare transverse and longitudinal mo-
mentum distributions of the target proton and com-
pare both to the simplest independent particle mod-
els.

We measured the high-momentum transfer quasi-
Ž .elastic C p,2p reaction at u ,908 on carbon in acm

kinematically complete coincidence experiment. The
three-momentum components of both high p finalt

state protons were measured, which yielded the miss-
ing energy and momentum of the target proton in the

Ž .nucleus. The experiment E850 was performed at
the AGS accelerator at Brookhaven National Labora-

w xtory with the EVA spectrometer 8–10 . The spec-
trometer consists of a super-conducting solenoidal
magnet operated at 0.8 Tesla. The beam enters along
the z axis and hits a series of targets located at
various z positions. The scattered particles are

Ž .tracked by four cylindrical chambers C1–C4 . The
radii of the cylinders range from 10 to 180 cm. All
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cylinders and targets can be moved along the solenoid
axis in order to optimize the angular acceptance
range for each beam momentum. Cylinders C2–C4
have 4 layers of 2 m long straw drift tubes, whose
diameters range from 1 cm for C2 to 2 cm for C4.
The high resistance central wires are read out at both
ends, providing position information along the z
direction. Thus, one can extract the z position of the
particles in the cylinders as well as their azimuthal
angles as they are bent in the axial magnetic field.
This provides the transverse momentum of the parti-
cles and their scattering angle. The 1 m long C1
cylinder with a tube diameter of 0.5 cm was read out
at one end only. The straw tubes were filled with a
1:1 mixture of argon-ethane gas at atmospheric pres-
sure. The drift time measurement from the central
wire had a spatial resolution of about 0.3 mm. Three

Ž .solid targets, CH , C and CD enriched to 95%2 2

were placed on the z axis inside the C1 cylinder
separated by about 20 cm. They were 5.1=5.1 cm2

squares and 6.6 cm long in the z direction except for
the CD target which was 4.9 cm long. Their posi-2

tions were interchanged at several intervals in order
to reduce systematic uncertainties and to maximize
the acceptance range for each target. Only the C
target was used to extract the QE events, while the
other targets served for normalizations and refer-
ences.

The spectrometer was located on the secondary
line C1 of the AGS. The beam passed through a
sequence of two differential Cerenkov counters which
identified the incident particles. The beams ranged in
intensity from 1 to 2P107 over a one second spill
every 3 seconds. Two counter hodoscopes in the
beam provided beam alignment and a timing refer-
ence. Three levels of triggering were used. The
spectrometer included two fan-shaped arrays of scin-
tillator hodoscopes which provided fast triggering of
the first level by requiring a minimum transverse
momentum. This trigger passed a typical event rate
of 100 kHz. The second level trigger, which included
some straw tube information, selected high trans-
verse momentum and accepted a rate of 10 kHz.
These hardware triggers selected events with trans-
verse momenta p )0.8 and p )0.9 GeVrc, fort t

the 6 and 7.5 GeVrc measurements, respectively.
The third level software trigger required two almost
coplanar tracks, each satisfying the second level

trigger requirement and low multiplicity hits in the
straw tubes. The accepted rate ranged from 10 to

w x40rsec. See ref 11 for a detailed description.
The coordinate system was chosen with the z

coordinate in the beam direction and the y direction
Ž .normal to the scattering plane x, z . The latter is

defined by the incident beam and one of the emerg-
ing protons. The selection among the two was ran-
dom. This arbitrariness in the selection does not
affect the extracted quantities of interest. The coordi-
nates x and y are not fixed with respect to the
spectrometer. The data were analyzed in terms of the

Ž .momenta in the y direction p and the light coneF y

a . This variable a is a natural choice for high
w xenergy reactions 3 and is also ideally adapted to our

experimental analysis. We determined a with a
Žprecision of s,3%. The p perpendicular to theF y

.scattering plane had a resolution of ss40 MeVrc
Ž .and the resolution in p in the scattering planeF x

was ss170 MeVrc. Because of its better resolu-
tion, p was used to represent a transverse compo-F y

nent. Both the a and p resolutions were deter-F y

mined by the elastic pp scattering events from the
CH target. The polar angles of both detected pro-2

tons were limited by a software cut to a region of
Ž ." 3–5 8 around the center of the angular accep-

tance, for each target position. The angular range
enforced by the software cut is smaller than the
geometrical limits of the spectrometer but it ensures
a uniform acceptance. We did not apply an explicit
cut on the center of mass angle, however the cuts on
the laboratory polar angles limit the u to the rangecm

of 83 to 908.
The sample which contained the QE events had

just two tracks in the detector with good track qual-
ity determined by the software cuts on the track
reconstruction. The missing energy E was ob-miss

tained from the difference between the initial energy
state of the beam plus proton mass and the two
outgoing proton energies. In the QE picture E ismiss

the single-particle binding energy of the target pro-
Žton. Given the limited resolution for E ss240miss

. < <MeV , we applied a cut of E -0.5 GeV. Sincemiss

this cut is above m , some inelastic background,p
0Ž .such as those coming from pA™ppp Ay1

events, could penetrate the cuts and had to be sub-
tracted. The shape of this background was deter-
mined from a fit to the E distribution of eventsmiss
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with extra tracks in the spectrometer. The p distri-F y

bution was divided into bins. For each bin, sepa-
rately, we fit the E spectrum to the backgroundmiss

and a Gaussian centered at E ,0 which repre-miss

sents the QE events. The width of the Gaussian was
determined from a fit to the peak at E ,0 formiss

0-p -50 MeVrc, where the peak is very promi-F y

nent. An example is shown in Fig. 1. The reported a

and p distributions are the results of these fits. TheF y

errors in Fig. 2 combine the statistical errors, which
dominate, and the uncertainties due to background
subtraction.

< <In Fig. 2 we present p distributions. Figs. 2aF y

and 2b show the p distributions for two regions ofF y

a , at 6 and 7.5 GeVrc. The curves were normalized
at p s0 and we see that the shapes are indepen-F y

dent of the incident energy within the experimental
errors. This is what one expects from the impulse

Ž .approximation IA . In the IA the QE cross section is

< <Fig. 1. E distribution for 6 GeVrc, 0.1- p -0.2 GeVrc,miss F y
< < Ž .and a y0.87 -0.05. The Gaussian dotted line represents the

Ž .QE events. The shape of the background dashed curve was
deduced from extra track events. The fall-off above 1.5 GeV is an

Žartifact of the trigger. The solid curve is the result of the fit see
.text .

< <Fig. 2. a-b: p distributions for different a slices. The 6F y
Ž . Ž .GeVrc solid line and the 7.5 GeVrc dashed line distributions

were normalized at p s0. The slanted error bars are for the 7.5F y
< < Ž .GeVrc data. c: p distributions for a s0.79 solid line andF y

Ž .for a s0.87 dashed line . The graphs in each a range are the
Ž .combined data for 6 and 7.5 GeVrc see text . The two distribu-

tions are normalized at p s0.F y

factorized into contributions from the probability to
find a nucleon with momentum p in the nucleusF
Ž .n p , p , the free pp elastic cross section and theF z F t

Ž .nuclear transparency T s,t :

d3s
s,tŽ . q .e .

dpF

ds
s s,t Pn p , p PT s,t dt , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H free F z F tdt

where t is the Mandelstam variable which represents
the squared momentum transfer. For scattering at
u ,908 the free cross section is a function of scm

only. To obtain a better physical understanding of
the kinematics, one may observe that a and s are
closely related. Setting E ,m, we can write a,1F

yp rm, and with the additional good approxima-F z

tion in our kinematical region E sp , we can write:0 0

s;m2 qm2 q2mp a , 2Ž .˜ 0

where E and p are the energy and momentum of0 0
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the incident proton and m is the off-mass-shell mass˜
of the target nucleon. Setting m,m:˜

s;2m2 q2mp a . 3Ž .0

This makes s proportional to a . Within the limited
kinematical range of this measurement this approxi-
mation is better than 2%. For a given incident mo-
mentum, a wide cut on the p component coveringF x

the whole distribution and a narrow region of a

corresponding to a narrow region of s, we can then
write:

d2s
a sn p PFactor a , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q .e . F ydpF y

where the normalization factor depends on the beam
< <energy. This means, that for fixed a , the pF y

distributions at the two incident energies will scale
Žas can be seen clearly in Fig. 2. For small a Fig. 2

.b the p is about 200 MeVrc and, since theF z

scaling holds also for large p , the scaling has beenF y
Žchecked up to fairly large nucleon momenta about

. < <0.5 GeVrc . The scaling tells us that the pF y

distribution remains unchanged even though the cross
Ž .section on the left of Eq. 4 changes by almost an

order of magnitude between 6 and 7.5 GeVrc inci-
dent beam.

In Fig. 2c we compare the transverse momentum
distributions for two different a ranges. Since the
shapes were shown to be independent of the incident
energies we combined the measured distributions for
the two incident energies. We observe that the trans-
verse momentum distribution gets wider for larger
longitudinal momentum in the beam direction
Ž .smaller a . ratios of events between This is oppo-
site of what one would expect from a simple Fermi
gas model, where the transverse component gets
narrower as a approaches values corresponding to
the Fermi surface region. It is also incompatible with
a Gaussian distribution where transverse and longitu-
dinal components are independent. It is, however,
consistent with a distribution with a large momentum
tail above the Fermi sea, as expected from two-

w xnucleon short range correlations in nuclei 3,4 . To
quantify the statements about the transverse momen-
tum distribution, we present in Table 1 the ratios of

< <events between 200- p -400 MeVrc and 0-F y

Table 1
< <The ratios of events between 200- p -400 MeVrc andF y

< <0- p -200 MeVrcF y

< <200 - p - 400F y
a range Incident Shown

< <0 - p - 200F y

w xmomentum p in MeVrc in Fig.F y
w xGeVrc

0.74–0.84 6 0.19" 0.03 2a
7.5 0.21" 0.05 2a
sum 0.20" 0.03 2c

0.82–0.90 6 0.12" 0.02 2b
7.5 0.08" 0.02 2b
sum 0.10" 0.02 2c

< <p -200 MeVrc for two incident energies andF y

two different a ranges. We also show the ratios for
the distribution obtained by summing the measured
distributions for the two incident energies. As one
can see there is consistency between ratios measured

Žat different energies and the same a range scaling
.prediction and there is a significant difference be-

tween the measurements at two different a ranges.
As we mentioned in the introduction, the large

Ž .momentum transfer QE p,2 p reaction prefers small
Ž .s small a due to the strong s dependence of the

elementary pp elastic cross section. The flux factor
for the quasi-elastic pp cross section is different
from the free pp one, due to the motion of the target
proton in the nucleus. There is also a Jacobian that
has to be included when changing reference frames.
Taking these effects into account, we obtained the

Ž .nuclear momentum distribution, n p , by multiply-F z

ing the measured a distribution, DNrDa , by the
Ž .factor of Eq. 5 :

DN E yp2 2 z
n p AŽ .F z

Da mp1�
=

1
5Ž .ds 02s sy4mŽ . ž /dt p p p syp1 t 2 t

dswhere is the measured free pp cross sectiondt p p
w x12 , p is the momentum of one of the outgoing1
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protons, E and p are the energy and z momentum2 2 z

component of the other one, p and p are the1 t 2 t

transverse components of the two outgoing particles
and all the kinematical quantities are in the labora-
tory frame. A derivation of the factor is given else-

w xwhere 10 .
After this correction the a distributions at 6 and

7.5 GeVrc were consistent with each other in shape,
as can be seen in the upper part of Fig. 3. We
combined the two sets of measurements. as shown in
Fig. 3 which, up to distortion from initial and final
state interactions and by using the standard non-rela-
tivistic description of the nucleus, represents the pF z

distribution of the target nucleon. The value of pF z

Fig. 3. The upper part of the figure shows the ratio of the two
Ždistributions measured at 6 and 7.5 GeVrc the last two highest

.momentum points were measured at 6 GeVrc only . p is theF z

longitudinal ground state momentum distribution, obtained from
the a distributions for 6 and 7.5 GeVrc combined, after correc-
tion for the s dependence induced by the elementary free cross

< <section. The p is the transverse distribution extracted fromF y
Ž .several a regions see text . HO is a harmonic oscillator indepen-

dent particle model calculation. The p and HO distributions areF z

normalized to 1000 at the first bin. The curve is the electron
Ž .scattering F y distribution described in the text and is arbitrarily

normalized in order to compare its shape to the present data.

is limited to 280 MeVrc due to a software cut which
was applied to ensure a uniform angular acceptance
for all target positions. The errors drawn in Fig. 3
contain, in addition to the statistical errors, also the
uncertainties in the background subtraction and in

Ž .the normalization factor of Eq. 5 where measured
quantitities were used. We see that the errors on the
longitudinal distributions at the largest values of pF z

are still small, due the enhancement from the s-de-
pendent weighting.

Just for comparing with the p distribution, weF z

show in Fig. 3 the transverse distribution which was
obtained by adding the p distributions, weightedF y

according to the integrated number of events in the
relevant a regions. We see that the longitudinal and
the transverse distributions have about the same shape
even though multiple scattering effects and nuclear
transparencies could affect them in different ways.

Also in Fig. 3, to set the scale for the magnitude
of the large momentum components, the data are
compared to a simple independent particle Fermi
motion distribution. A harmonic oscillator model
Ž . 12HO was used with parameters fitted to C electron
scattering data with the kinematical constraints of

w xour measurement 13 . As can be seen clearly, the
scale of large momentum tails is well above the level
indicated by the naive HO model. In order to quan-
tify this statement, we present the ratio between the
number of events with 154-p -280 MeVrc andF z

the number of events with 0-p -154 MeVrcF z
Žwe measured events with p )0 and we assumedF z

.that the distribution is symmetric about p s0 .F z
Ž .The measured ratio is 29 " 2 %. The HO predic-

tion for the same ratio is only 11.7%.
In conclusion, the QE events were identified and

we showed that it is possible to separate the nuclear
Ž .properties ground state momentum distribution from

the reaction mechanism up to a target nucleons total
momentum of about 0.5 GeVrc. Based on this
result, we deduced the light cone transverse momen-
tum and a distributions up to large momenta. We
also show a coupling between the two distributions.
The width of the transverse distribution increases for

Ž .decreasing a increasing p . The tails of theseF z

distributions are consistent with electron scattering
w xdata 14 . For comparison, we add to Fig. 3 a curve

Ž .which represents the experimental F y for inclusive
electron scattering on 12 C as a function of the y
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scaling variable which, in the limit of large momen-
tum transfer, provides a measure for the longitudinal
momentum distribution of the nucleon. Those data
are for the momentum transfer range of 1.1 to 1.49
Ž .2 ŽGeVrc and for ysy0.1 to y0.3 GeVrc. see

w x.Fig. 2 of 14 . Our measured momentum tails are
larger than predicted by independent particle models
and are characteristic for nucleon-nucleon short range
correlations.
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